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Abstract 
In an edge-colored graph, we say that a path is alternating if it has at least three vertices and 
any two adjacent edges have different colors. Deciding whether or not there exist two disjoint 
alternating paths between two vertices in edge-colored graphs is NP-complete. In this work. we 
study the existence of alternating paths between vertices by restricting ourselves to the case of 
edge-colored complete graphs. We first solve the “vertex-disjoint” version of this problem and 
related questions for edge-colored complete graphs. We next give efficient algorithms for 
finding a fixed number of pairwise vertex- or edge-disjoint paths each of which has given 
extremities. Related problems are proposed. 
1. Terminology and preliminaries 
We consider problems concerning the existence of alternating paths in edge-colored 
complete graphs. A path with at least three vertices is called alternating if any two 
adjacent edges have distinct colors. The notion of alternating path has been originally 
introduced by Erdiis and Bollobas in [7]. In their paper, they have proved that if no 
set of k edges of an edge-colored complete graph incident to a vertex is monochro- 
matic, then this graph contains an alternating Hamiltonian cycle providing that it has 
many vertices compared to k. Results in the same vein are proved in [S]. Also in [7], 
the authors ask under what conditions, an edge-colored complete graph contains an 
alternating Hamiltonian cycle. The answer to this problem is given in [3], where 
necessary and sufficient conditions are established. Some other results, mainly of 
algorithmic nature, dealing with alternating Hamiltonian cycles and paths and alter- 
nating Eulerian trails are given in [4-6,131. 
In addition to their own proper theoretical interest, alternating paths have many 
applications, e.g., in the transmission of messages in networks. Suppose for instance 
that we wish to propagate a message through a hostile environment to along some 
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path of a network. We assign each edge a color that represents a transmission code. If 
the code is the same throughout the path (a monochromatic path), then any local 
decoding (between two adjacent vertices) would result to the total decoding of the 
message. Therefore by assigning distinct colors to adjacent edges we greatly increase 
the security of the transmission. 
Also, it turns out that the notion of alternation is implicitly used in some classical 
problems of graph theory. Let us consider, for example, an instance of Edmonds’ 
well-known algorithm for finding a maximum matching in a given graph. The edges of 
the current matching are colored red and all other edges of the original graph are 
colored blue. Then the desired “augmenting path” (in Edmonds’ language) between 
two non-saturated vertices in the original graph is precisely an alternating path in the 
resulting edge-colored graph. 
Furthermore, the “alternating connectivity” of edge-colored graphs generalizes the 
classical connectivity of digraphs. To see it consider an edge-colored graph G obtained 
from a directed graph D as follows: Split each arc xy of D into two parts xx’ and x’y by 
adding a new vertex x’ and then color the edge xx’ red and the edge x’y blue. By this 
definition, each alternating path of G corresponds to a directed path of D and vice 
versa. Consequently, an important problem is to determine the maximum number of 
alternating paths connecting two vertices in edge-colored graphs. Unfortunately, it 
turns out that deciding whether or not there exist two vertex-disjoint alternating paths 
between two vertices in edge-colored graphs is NP-complete (R. Higgkvist, private 
communication). Therefore it seems interesting to study the existence of alternating 
paths between vertices into restricted classes of edge-colored graphs, for example 
edge-colored complete graphs. 
Formally, we let C = {cl,cz, . . . . ck} denote a set of k colors and let K’, denote 
a complete graph with vertex and edge sets V(K) and E(K’,), respectively, whose edges 
are colored by colors of C, i.e., there is a function c : E(KC,) -+ C. If u, u denote vertices, 
then uu denotes an edge of K’,. We define C,(u) = {O 1 u E V(Ki) - u, c(uu) = Ci}. The 
c,-degree of u is defined 1 Ci(u) 1 and is denoted ci(U). Two edges are independent if they 
have no common extremities. A matching is defined as a set of pairwise independent 
edges. A matching is perfect if it saturates each vertex of the graph. A path between 
two vertices x and y is denoted by x-y. If we suppose that a path has an orientation 
from x to y, then it is denoted by x + y. The length of a path is the number of its edges. 
A path P is alternating if it has length at least two and any two adjacent edges of 
P have different colors. 
In Section 2, we solve the problem of finding the maximum number of ver- 
tex-disjoint alternating paths between a fixed pair of vertices, by reducing it to the 
maximum matching problem in general graphs. Related problems are proposed, in the 
case where some additional constraints on the lengths of the paths are imposed. 
In Section 3, we are looking for alternating paths with specified origin and terminus, 
with additional constraints on the colors of their first and last edges. 
In Section 4, we give algorithms for the colored version of the well-known p-linked 
problem in graphs: For 2p specified vertices x1, y,, x2, y,, . . . , xp, y, of a k-edge-colored 
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complete graph K’,, are there p pairwise vertex- or edge-disjoint alternating xryi 
paths for each i = 1,2, . . . . p? Many problems are proposed through the Sections 2-4. 
Throughout, we suppose that K’, is k-edge-colored for k non-fixed, unless otherwise 
specified. Whenever k is restricted to two, then, for simplicity, the used colors are 
called blue (b) and red (r). Furthermore, x and y are two specified vertices of K’,. 
The following lemma of J. Edmonds will be used in this paper. It was communicated 
to the author by A. Bouchet. 
Lemma 1.1 (J. Edmonds). Let x and y be two vertices in a 2-edge-colored graph G of 
order n. There exists an O(n’.‘) algorithm forjnding an alternating x-y path such that 
its first and last edges have the same color. 
Proof (sketch). Suppose that we wish to find an alternating x-y path in G such that its 
first and last edges are both red. Set V(G) = {xi, x2, . . . . x,,}, where for simplicity we 
suppose that x = xi and y = x2. Let G,, Gb denote the spanning subgraphs of 
G induced by its red and blue edges, respectively. Delete the edge xy, if any, in G,. 
Define an uncolored graph G’ consisting of one copy of G, (minus the deleted edge xy), 
one copy of Gb - {x, y} and the edges XiXi between G, and Gb - {x, y}, for each 
i = 3,4, . . . . n. Now it suffices to see that the alternating x-y path exists in G if and only 
if G’ admits a perfect matching. Therefore, O(n2,5) is essentially the complexity for 
finding maximum matchings in graphs [lo]. 0 
2. Alternating paths between two vertices 
In Theorem 2.2 given later, we prove an O(n2.5) algorithm for finding the maximum 
number of internally pairwise vertex-disjoint alternating x-y paths in K’,. To prove 
that, we need Proposition 2.1 below. 
Proposition 2.1. There exist p pairwise vertex-disjoint alternating x-y paths Pi if and 
only ifthere exist p pairwise vertex-disjoint alternating x-y paths Pi satisfying (i) and (ii) 
below, for each i = 1,2, . . . . p: 
(i) V(P;) c V(Pi) and 
(ii) the length of Pi is at most 3. 
Proof. The existence of P;‘s clearly implies the existence of Pi’s in K’,. Conversely, 
assume that there exist p internally pairwise vertex-disjoint alternating x-y paths Pi, 
i = 1,2, . . . . p in K’,. If for some i, 1 d i < p, the alternating path Pi has length at most 
3, then we define Pi = Pi. Assume therefore that for some i, the alternating path Pi: 
xxi, lxi. 2xi, 3 ...qry has length no less than 4, for otherwise there is nothing to prove. 
Let US suppose without loss of generality that C(XXi, i) = cq, C(Xi, 1Xi, 2) = c/ and 
c(xi, 2xi, 3) = cS, where cq, c,, CJ E C and cq # cJ, CI # c,. NOW, if c(xxi, 2) # c,, then we 
define Pi = xxi, 2xi, 3 ...xi,,y and repeat all the above arguments. If c(xi, iy) # cq, then 
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we set PL = xxi, iy. Otherwise, if c(xxi.2) = cS and c(Xi, iy) = cq, then we define 
Pi = xxi, zxi, ,y. This completes the proof. 0 
The following theorem gives an efficient algorithm for finding the maximum 
number of pairwise vertex-disjoint alternating paths between x and y. 
Theorem 2.2. There exists an O(n’.‘) algorithm ,for jinding the maximum number of 
vertex-disjoint alternating x-y paths in Ki. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, it suffices to find a system of vertex-disjoint alternating x-y 
paths each of which has length at most 3. We prove that finding such short paths can 
be reduced to the maximum matching problem into an uncolored graph G,., defined 
as follows: Let us first define the set A, = (v E V(K’,) - {x,y} 1 c(vx) # c(vy)} and the 
k sets Ai = {U E V(KC,) - {x, y). 1 c(vx) = cc = c(vy)}, for each i = 1, . . . . k. Then we 
define G,,, to be the graph obtained from K’,, as follows: It has vertex set 
V(G,,,) = V(K’,) - [A0 u {x,y)] and edge set E(G,.,) = El u El, where 
and 
Ez= U {uvluEAi, v E Aj, C(UV) # ci and C(UD) f cj). 
I<i#j<k 
Let now p denote the maximum number of vertex-disjoint alternating paths between 
x and y in Ki. Then let j (resp. p -j) be the number of alternating paths of length 
3 (resp. of length 2). The p - j intermediate vertices of the alternating paths of length 
2 define the set A, and the intermediate edges of the remaining j alternating paths of 
length 3 define a maximum matching in G,, ,.. Therefore, in order to find the maximum 
number of vertex-disjoint alternating paths between x and y in K’,, it suffices to define 
A0 and Gx.y, and then find a maximum matching in G,. Y. Clearly the complexity of the 
whole algorithm is dominated by the complexity of finding maximum matchings in 
graphs which can be done within 0(n2,5) operations (see for example [lo] or [14, 
p. 3691) cl 
We notice that Theorem 2.2 cannot be used for finding the maximum number of 
edge-disjoint alternating paths between two vertices. Consequently, the following 
question seems natural. 
Problem 2.3. Is there a polynomial algorithm for finding the maximum number of 
edge-disjoint alternating x-y paths in Ki? 
An eventual solution for the Problem 2.4 below could be an extension of 
Theorem 2.2. 
Problem 2.4. Let m and p be fixed integers, m 2 1, p 3 1. Is there a polynomial 
algorithm for finding a set of p vertex-disjoint alternating -u-y paths in K’, such that 
the sum of the lengths of these paths is at least m? 
If true, Problem 2.4 characterizes the alternating hamiltonian-connected complete 
graphs, i.e., edge-colored complete graphs containing an alternating hamiltonian path 
between each pair of vertices (it is the case when m = n - 1 and p = 1). Notice also 
that this problem has an affirmative answer for m = 2p by Theorem 2.2, since in this 
case it suffices to find at least p alternating paths between x and y in K’,. In the 
following proposition, we solve Problem 2.4 for 2 < m < 4 and p = 1. 
Proposition 2.5. Let m he a positive integer, 2 < m d 4. There exists an O(2) algorithm 
,for,finding an alternating path (if any) in Ki between x and y qf length at least m. 
Proof. We show that our problem can be reduced to the problem of finding a simple 
directed path with specified extremities in an acylicic digraph D (and this justifies the 
complexity O(n’)). This digraph D is defined as follows: It has vertex set V(D) 
= u oQ;SmAi, where&= [x),&= {y) and for each i= l,...,m- 1, Ai= V(Ki) 
- ix, y). Furthermore, D has arc set E(D) = U , < ; < ,nEi where El = (XU 1 C’ E A, ) and . . 
for each i 2 2, 
Ei = iuv 1 u E Aiz: E Ai and there exists u’ E Ai_ z such that c(u’u) # c(uu)). 
Now it is easy to see that there exists an alternating path between x and y in K:, of 
length m if and only if there is a directed path from Y to y in D. 0 
Let us introduce another problem. 
Problem 2.6. Let m and p be fixed integers, m 3 1, p 3 1. Is there a polynomial 
algorithm for finding a set of p vertex-disjoint alternating X-Y paths such that each 
color appears at least altogether m times on these paths? 
Notice that for k = 2 (recall that k is the number of used colors), Problem 2.6 is 
equivalent to Problem 2.4. Notice also that Problem 2.6 can be solved for m = 1 and 
k = 2 by Theorem 2.2. 
3. Alternating paths with specified colors between two vertices 
In this section, we consider the problem of finding alternating paths with specified 
extremities under additional constraints on the colors of the first edge (resp. first and 
last edges) of these paths. Throughout, if Pi denotes an alternating x 4 y path (if any) 
in Ki, then ei, f and pi,, denote the first and last edges, respectively, of Pi. 
We start by formulating the following problem. 
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Problem 3.1, Is there a polynomial algorithm for finding the maximum number of 
pairwise vertex-disjoint alternating x + y paths P,, . . . . Pp in K’, satisfying 
c(ei, f) # c(ej, r) for each i, j, 1 < i #j < p? 
In the above problem, we clearly need p < k. In Theorem 3.4 given later, we solve 
Problem 3.1 for k = 2. In view of this result, we have to establish the following 
theorem which could be of independent interest. 
Theorem 3.2. Let cq be a jixed color. There exists an alternating x + y path P’: 
(x =)xbx;x;...x:...xb,xb,+l ( = y) with c(xbxi) = cq if and only if there exists an 
alternating x + y path P: (x = )x~x~xz~~~xi~~~xpxp+,( = y) so that p d p’, 
c(xox1) = cq, C,(X) n (x2, . . ..x.,} = 0 and c(xp+lxi) = c(xi-lxi) for each 
i= 1,2 ,..., p- 1. 
Proof. It is easy to see that existence of P implies the existence of P’ in K’,. Conversely, 
assume that P’ exists and let us suppose that it is as short as possible. By using the 
minimality property of P’, we shall prove that c(xbx{) # cq for each i = 2, . . . , p’, as 
required. In fact, if c(x:x:+ 1) # cq, then c(xbx:) # cq, for otherwise the path 
x = x;x;x:+ 1 .. . x>,xb, + 1 = y is alternating and shorter than P’. Also if for some i, 
c(x:x:+~) = cq and c(xbx:) = cq, then in case c(x~,+~x:_~ ) = c(x:_~x!_ I)r either the 
alternating path x0x:x:_ 1 xb, + 1 is shorter than P or the alternating path 
-& . . . xi_ 1x:x;. + 1 is shorter than P’; in both cases a contradiction. This proves that 
C,(x) n {xi, . . . . xi, . . . . xb,} = 0 and terminates the proof. 0 
From Theorem 3.2, we obtain the corollary below on 2-edge-colored complete 
graphs. This result is useful for Theorem 3.4 given later. 
Corollary 3.3. Let the edges of K’, be colored red and blue. If PI, P2 are a pair of 
alternating x --, y paths in Kf, with 1 V(P,)l + 1 V(P,)I minimal and satisfying 
c(e,,r) # c(ez,f), then either P, or P2 has length at most 3. 
Proof. Let PI and P2 satisfy the hypothesis but not the conclusion of the corollary. Set 
P,: xx 1,1x1,2x1,3 -.* xl,,y and Pz: xx2, 1x2,2x2, 3 ... x~,~Y (where s > 3 and q 2 3, by 
assumption). Assume without loss of generality that c(xxl. 1) = r and c(xx,, 1) = 6. By 
Theorem 3.2 in connection with the minimality property of PI, and P2, we deduce 
that: (i) c(XXl,i) = b, 2 < i Q S, (ii) c(XX2.j) = r, 2 <j < 4, (iii) c(yXI,zi+ 1) = r, 
0 d i < (s - 1)/2 and (iv) c(yxl, 2j+ 1) = b, 0 <j < (q - 1)/2. Now, by considering the 
paths xx2, 3y and xxl, 3y instead of P, and P2, respectively, we get a contradiction to 
the assumption that the alternating paths PI and P2 are the shortest possible. 0 
In Theorem 3.4 below, we solve Problem 3.1 in the case where K’, is colored by two 
colors. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let the edges of K’, be colored red and blue. There exists an O(n*) 
algorithm which$nds, if possible, two vertex-disjoint alternating x + y paths P,, P2 in 
K’, satisfying c(el. f) # c(e2. f). 
Proof. The proof is based on the conclusion of Corollary 3.3. If both PI and P2 
exist and if they are the shortest possible, then one of them has length at most 3. 
In the following, we suppose that P, denotes the path satisfying c(e,.r) = r. 
Set R = C,(x) n C,(y), B = C,(x) n C,(y) and H = C,(x) n C,(y). We split 
the proof into three cases (I)-(III), depending upon the neighborhood of x 
and y. 
(I) C,(x) n C,(Y) # 0 and Cdx) n C,(Y) # 0. 
In this case the desired paths are easily found, each having length two. 
(II) C,(X) n G,(Y) = 0 and G(x) n C,(y) = 0. 
If there is at least one blue edge in R and at least one red edge in B, then we can easily 
define PI and PI, each having length 3. On the other hand, if each edge in R is red and 
each edge in B is blue, then neither PI nor P, exist. Assume that each edge in B is blue. 
Now, by the structure of K’, in connection with Corollary 3.3, we deduce that if PI and 
P, exist, then PI has length 3 and P, has length 4. Furthermore, P2 has the form 
xblr,r,y, where hi E B, ri E R and c(brr,) = r, c(r,r,) = b. Consequently, both P, and 
P, exist in Ki if and only if there are at least two independent blue edges in R, say 
e1 and e,, and a red edge between R and B adjacent either to e, or to e2. 
(III) C,(x) n C,(Y) f 0 and C,(x) n C,(y) = 0 (the proof is similar for 
C,(x) n C,(y) = 0 and C,(x) n C,(y) # 0). 
If there exists a red edge, say e, in B, then we easily complete the argument, since P, is 
constructed by using a vertex of H and P, is constructed by using e. Assume therefore 
that each edge of B is blue. 
Assume first that there exists a red edge bihj, hi E B, hj E H. If/H 1 2 2, then we define 
P2: xbihjy and PI: xhfy, h, E H - hj. Otherwise, if 1 HI = 1, then it is easy to see that 
both PI and P2 exist if and only if there is a blue edge in R. 
Assume next that each edge between B and H is blue. It follows from the structure of 
Ki in connection with Corollary 3.3 that, if both PI and P, exist, then PI has length at 
most 3 and P2 has length at least 4. Furthermore, the only possible ways to construct 
Pz are the following: 
(1) xb,r,r2y, where b, E B, riE R and c(bIrI) = r, c(rIrz) = b. 
(2) xblrthlr2hz...h,-1r,r,+1y, where b, E B, hiE H, riE R and c(b,r,) = r, 
c(rihi) = b, c(hiri) = r, c(r.,r,+ 1) = b. 
(3) xb,rlhlr,h2...rmhrnhrn+,y, whereb,EB,hiEH,riERandc(b,rI)=r,c(r,h,)=b, 
c(hirr) = r and c(h,h,+ I) = r. 
Now, we need the following claim. 
Claim 1. Both PI and P2 exist if and only if P, satisfies (a) or (b) below: 
(a) P2 does not go through all vertices of H or 
(b) there is a blue edge e in R non-adjacent to a vertex of P2. 
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Proof. Assume first that there is an alternating path Pz (recall that P2 is a shortest one) 
satisfying (a) or (b). If (a) holds, then Pi has length 2 and it goes through a vertex of 
H - P2, and if(b) holds, then PI has length 3 and it goes through the edge e. 
Conversely, assume that both PI and P2 exist. We have to prove that the shortest 
alternating path P2 satisfies (a) or (b). We notice that P2 has a length depending upon 
the cases (l), (2) or (3) above: It has length 4 in (1) an even length (at least 6) in (2) and 
an odd length in (3). 
Assume first that Pz is constructed as in (1). Then PI can go through a vertex of 
H and therefore (a) is satisfied. 
Assume next that Pz is constructed as in (2). If P2 does not contain all vertices of H, 
then PI goes through a vertex of H and therefore (a) is satisfied. Otherwise, if P2 
contains all vertices of H, then PI goes through a blue edge e of R and therefore (b) is 
satisfied. 
Assume finally that P2 is constructed as in (3). Then as above, we can see again that 
P2 satisfies (a) or (b), as claimed. The proof of Claim 1 is complete. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.4 (continued). It follows from Claim 1 that in order to find both 
P, and P2, it suffices to find a shortest alternating path P2 and then look if either (a) or 
(b) is satisfied. Now the problem of finding a shortest alternating path Pz can be 
reduced to the shortest directed path problem form x to y in a digraph D defined as 
follows: The digraph D has vertex set V(D) = V(Kk) and arc set E(D) = El u E2 
v E3 u E4 u E, u E6, where: 
E,={uulu~B,u~Randc(uu)=r), 
E2 = {uu 1 u E R, u E H and c(uu) = b}, 
E,={uu~u~H,u~Randc(uu)=r}, 
E4= {xu(u~B}, 
E5 = {uy 1 u E R and there is u’ E R so that c(u’u) = b) 
and 
E, = {uy I u E H and there is u’ E H so that c(u’u) = r). 
Claim 2. A shortest alternating path P2 exists in Kf, if and only if there is a shortest 
directed path P from x to y in D. 
Proof. If the alternating path Pz exists in K’,, then by the definition of D we may easily 
deduce the existence of P in D. 
Conversely, let P: xz1z2 ...zPy denote a shortest directed path from x to y in D. If the 
length of P is even, then zP E H. In this case, Pz is as in Case 3 (see before Claim 1) and 
it is constructed as follows: It has vertex set P u {zp.}, where zP, is a vertex of 
H identified by u’ in E6, On the other hand, if the length of P is odd, then zP belongs to 
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R. In this case, Pz is as in (1) or (2) and it is constructed by using the set of vertices of 
P and a vertex of R identified by v’ in Es. This terminates the proof of Claim 2. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.4 (conclusion). A few words now about the complexity of the 
algorithm inherent in this proof. Before Claim 2, we have to count a constant number 
of times the edges of K’,. After Claim 2, we call a shortest path algorithm (see for 
example Dijkstra’s algorithm [l, 91). Therefore the complexity of the whole algorithm 
is no more than O(n’). 0 
We shall terminate this section by formulating the problem for k-edge-colored 
complete graphs, k > 2, and then solving it for k = 2. 
Problem 3.5. Is there a polynomial algorithm for finding the maximum number p of 
pairwise vertex-disjoint alternating x + y paths Pi, . . . , I’, satisfying c(ei, r) = c(ei, i) 
and c(ei, r) + c(ej, r), for each i and j, 1 < i, j < p, i #j? 
For the next Theorem 3.7, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.6. Assume that the edges of Kf, are colored red and blue. If the alternating 
x + y paths PI and P2 of Problem 3.5 exist in Ki, then either PI or P2 has length 3. 
Proof. Let PI and P2 satisfy the hypothesis but not the conclusion of the lemma. Set 
PI: xx 1,1x1.2x1,3 ... xl,,y and P2: xx2,1x2,2x2,3... x~,~Y (where s 2 3 and q > 3, by 
our assumption). Assume without loss of generality that c(xx,, 1) = r = c(xl, Sy) and 
c(xx,, ,) = b = c(x2, 4y). By using the minimality of Pi, i = 1,2, we can easily conclude 
that: (i) c(yXl,2i) = b = c(xx1,2i+l), 1 < i d (s/2) - 1 and (ii) c(yx,,,j) = r 
= c(xx2,2j+ 1), 1 < j < (q/2) - 1. NOW, by considering the paths XX~, 2j+ 1~2,2jy and 
XX~,~~+ rxi, 2iy, 1 < i < (s/2) - 1, 1 <j Q (q/2) - 1, instead of PI and P2, respectively, 
we get a contradiction to the assumption that the paths PI and P2 are the shortest 
possible. 0 
Theorem 3.7. Let the edges of K’, be colored red and blue. We can decide in 0(n4.5) time 
if there exist or not two vertex-disjoint x -+ y paths P,, P2 in Kf, satisfying 
c(ei, f) = c(q, 1) and c(ei, f) # c(e3-i, f), i = 1,2. 
Proof. It is essentially based on the conclusion of Lemma 3.6. If both PI and P2 exist, 
then one of them has length 3. Now we proceed as follows: For each edge wz of 
K’, - {x, y}, we are looking whether or not xwzy or xzwy is an alternating path from 
x to y. If it is the case, then if wz is red (resp. blue), then we try to find the alternating 
path P, (resp. P2) in K’, - {w,z} by using Lemma 1.1. Notice that the complexity of 
this method is 0(n4.5), since the algorithm of Lemma 1.1 is applied 0(n2) times in the 
worst case. This completes the proof. 0 
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4. Alternating paths between many fixed pairs of vertices 
For a given non-zero positive integer p, let us specify 2p vertices 
~l,yl,xz,yz>~~~,- xp, y, in a k-edge-colored complete graph K’, (k non-fixed). In this 
section, we consider the problem of finding p pairwise vertex-disjoint (resp. edge- 
disjoint) alternating Xj-yj paths, j = 1,2, . . . ,p, in Ki. Namely, we prove an O(nP) 
algorithm for the “vertex-disjoint” version, and an O((n7/logn)1’2) algorithm for the 
“edge-disjoint” version of this problem. General graphs, i.e. non-colored graphs, 
having such disjoint paths are usually called p-linked. We recall that the p-linked 
problem is NP-complete for any p [ 1 l] and polynomial for fixed p [ 141 in graphs, and 
NP-complete for digraphs [lo]. 
Theorem 4.1. There exists an O(np) algorithm for jinding, if possible, p pairwise 
vertex-disjoint alternating xsyj paths in K’, ,for each j = 1,2, . . , p. 
Proof. We shall prove that there exists a graph G such that K’, satisfies the desired 
property if and only if G admits a complete subgraph of order p. This justifies the 
proposed complexity O(nP) (see [12]). G is defined as follows: 
For all i and j, 1 <j<p, 1 < i < k, we define the following sets: 
Bj, 0 = {V E V(KC,) 1 c(vXj) # C(VYj)}, Bj, i = {v E V(Ki) 1 C(CXj) = C(vYj) = Ci). and Ej = 
U,<i,,<kC@=E(KC,)l U,L‘E I3j.i and C(UV) f pi} u (UU E E(K',)lu ~L3j.i~ L'E Bj,,, 
i # r, C(UV) # Ci and C(W) # c~>]. 
The graph G has vertex set V(G) = U , G j d p Aj, where Aj = Ej u Bj, 0 (we suppose 
that a new vertex is associated to each edge of Ej), and edge set E(G) = {uv ( u E Aj, 
v E A,, t fj, u and v are neither adjacent nor identical in KC,) (we recall that U, v denote 
either vertices or edges of KE by the definition of Aj). 
Assume now that G admits a complete subgraph, say T, of order p. The paths Xryj> 
j= 1,2 , . . . , p can be found as follows: Let vl, 1 < r < p, be a vertex of T, belonging to 
the set A, say. We define the alternating path x,v,y, of length 2 or 3 depending upon if 
v, denotes vertex or edge of K’,. Since any two elements c‘, and vIZ, 1 < r, r’ d p, of Tare 
non-adjacent in K’,, the alternating paths x,-yj are vertex-disjoint, as required. 
Conversely, assume that there are p pairwise vertex-disjoint alternating X,-yj paths 
in Ki. By using the same arguments as those of the proof of Proposition 2.1, we may 
assume that each alternating xsyj path has length 2 or 3. By the definition of G, each 
such path .Xpyj in K’,, defines a vertex vj in G. Since the alternating paths .X/JJj are 
pairwise vertex-disjoint, any two vertices uj and vi of T, corresponding to the paths 
xiyj and X-i-yi, respectively, are joined by an edge in G. It follows that G admits 
a complete subgraph of order p, so the conclusion follows. 0 
In Theorem 4.2 below, we establish a relation between the maximum matching 
problem in bipartite digraphs and the problem of finding edge-disjoint alternating 
paths xiyj, j = 1,2 ,..., p. 
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Theorem 4.2. There exists an O((n’/log n)1’2) algorithm forfinding, if possible, p pair- 
wise edge-disjoint alternating xiyj paths in K’, for each j = 1,2, . , p. 
Proof. We prove that there exists a bipartite graph G’ such that K’, has the desired 
property if and only if G’ admits a matching of size p. G’ is defined as follows: 
Set Bj = {U E V(K’,) 1 u # Xj, v # yj, C(Xjt’) # C(~yj)} for each j = 1,2, . . . . p. Further- 
moreset&=U,,,i,, Bj, where B0 is a multiset, i.e. the same element of this set is 
allowed to occur more than one times. The bipartite graph G’ has vertex set with 
classes X and Y, where X = {x1, x2, . .., xp3, Y = B0 u {ei 1 ei E E(Ki)} and arc set 
E(G’) = {XjU, xjei 1 if xjeiyj (resp. XjUyj) is an alternating path in Ki}. Clearly G’ is 
a bipartite digraph of order 0(n2). 
Notice that, if for some j, 1 <j < p, the path Xryj exists in 
K - (x1,x2 ,...~~j~~~-~j+~~...,~,,yl,y2,~~~~~j-~~~j+~~...,y~), then by using aw- 
ments similar to those of the proof of Proposition 2.1 we may prove that this path has 
length at most 3. Now if K’, admits p pairwise edge-disjoint alternating paths X,-yj, 
j= 1,2,..., p, then the paths of length 3 define edges xjei and the paths of length 
2 define edges Xjll in a maximum matching of G’. 
Conversely, the existence of a matching of size p in G’ permits us to construct easily 
the desired paths x/yj. 
The proposed complexity is justified from the facts that the order of G’ is 0(n2) and 
that finding maximum matchings in bipartite graphs can be done in time 
0(n3/‘(m/log n)‘:‘) [2]. 0 
We shall terminate this section with a NP-complete result and two open problems. 
Theorem 4.3. The following problem is NP-complete. 
Instance: A complete graph K’,, an ordered set of k distinct colors C = Cc,, c2, . . , ck ), 
k 2 4, a,function c: E(K’,)+ C,,four vertices xl,yI,x2,y2 in K’,. 
Question: Does K’, contain two pairwise vertex-disjoint alternating paths Pi: .~i~J?i, 
i = 1,2, whose edges are colored in such a way that the sequence (cl c2 ... ck) of colors is 
repeated on each alternating path Pi? 
Proof. We transform the directed 2-linked problem (DTLP) to our problem [ll, 123. 
Consider any arbitrary instance of DTLP by taking four vertices vl,ul, u2, u2 in 
a directed graph D. We have to construct a k-edge-colored complete graph K’, and 
then specify four vertices xl, y, ,x2, y, in K’, in such a way that D satisfies DTLP for 
Ui, Ui if and only if there are two alternating paths xi-yi, i = 1,2, in K’,, as they are 
described in the question of this theorem. 
Set V(D) = {st ,s2, . . . . s,,), where n’ denotes the order of D. The graph K’, has vertex 
set L’(KZ) = U 1 4 i < n’{~i,j I 1 d j d k), where the set iSi.jl 1 d j < k} of vertices of 
Kf, is associated to each vertex si of D. Since K’, is complete, we clearly define 
E(Ki) = {xy I x, y E V(Ki)}. The edges of K’, are colored as follows: 
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(i) C(Si,kSj, I) = ck, i #j, 1 <j, i < n’, if and only if SiSj is an arc of D. Otherwise, 
c(si,ksj, 1) = cl. 
(ii) C(Si, I Sj, 2) = ck for each i and j, i #j, 
(iii) c(s~, jSi, j+ 1) = Cj for each j = 1,2, . . . . k - 1, and 
(iv) any other edge of K’, is colored cl. 
For the sake of homogeneity, set s1 = vi, s2 = ur, s3 = v2 and sq = u2. We identify 
xI,yr,% and YZ by si, I ,G. k, ~3. I and ~4. k? reSPectivelYe 
Let us suppose now that two disjoint paths P: sr-s2 and P’: s3-s4 are found 
in D. The alternating paths Q: xl-y1 and Q’: x2-y2 are easily constructed in K’, by 
replacing each vertex si (resp. each arc sisi+ 1 ) of P and P’, respectively, by the 
corresponding path SSi, , Si, 2 ... Si. k _ 1 Si, kS (resp. by the corresponding edge 
SSi.kSi+l, 1s) of K',. 
Conversely, assume that K; contains two vertex-disjoint alternating paths Q: xl-y, 
and Q’: x2-y2 whose edges are arranged in such a way that the sequence of colors 
cc1 c2 .“ck) is repeated on Q and Q’, respectively. We claim that we may reconstruct 
the paths P: sI-s2 and P’: .s-s4 of D. In other words, we claim that we may replace any 
ordered sequence of edges er, e2, . . . , ek with colors ci c2 ... ck, respectively, on Q (the 
proof for Q’ is similar) by an arc sisj, i # j, of D and obtain thereby the desired path P: 
sI-s2. In fact, assume by contradiction that the sequence e1e2 “.ek of edges is not 
identified by the sequence si, ISi, 2 ...Si, k_ Isi, kSj, 1, i #j, of vertices of Kf,. By the 
coloring of K;, this identity breaks off either on e, or on ek. Suppose therefore that e, 
is not the edge si, 1 Si, 2 (the proof for ek is similar). By studying all cases for e,, namely 
(a) ei = sj, psi. 2, i #j, 1 6 i, j d n’, 3 d p < k - 1, (b) e, = Sj,kSi, 2, i #j, 1 < i, j < n’, 
(c) el = sj, 2si, 2, i fj, 1 < i, j d n’ and (d) e, = si, 2si, p, 4 d p d k, we can see that 
Q does not exist in Kk, a contradiction. For example, if e, = Si,2Sj*k, i #j, then since e, 
succedes an edge, say e;, with color ck on Q, by our construction e; = Sj, kSp, 1, 
1 d p d n’. However, the vertex s,,, 1 is non-adjacent to an edge in CdOr ck_ 1, 
a contradiction. 0 
The following problem is related to Theorem 4.3. 
Problem 4.4. Is the following problem NP-complete? 
Instance: A complete graph Ki, an ordered set of k distinct colors C = 
{ Cl,C2, . . . . ck}, a function c : E(KG) -b C, 2p vertices x1, yl, . . . , xp, y, in Kz, a positive 
integer 4. 
Question: Does K’, contain p pairwise vertex-disjoint alternating paths Pi: Xi-yi, 
i=l , . . ..p. such that each color appears at least q times on each Pi (resp. altogether 
q times on these paths)? 
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